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Abstract
Although the interiors of many historic high-rise buildings are equipped with historic elevators, these
machines are routinely omitted from restoration work due to perceptions that they lack architectural
significance. This thesis challenges such notions by demonstrating that historic elevators not only
represented cohesive and conscientiously-designed parts of historic interiors, but that they frequently
performed an aesthetic function in addition to a mechanical one. By focusing on the “birdcage
elevator,” a type of historic elevator marked by characteristic decorative enclosure screens, this thesis
unpacks the aesthetic impact of passenger elevators during the nineteenth century, giving particular
consideration to the overwhelming presence of birdcage elevators within the lobbies of many 1890s
skyscrapers. The thesis undertakes a robust analysis of these 1890s birdcage elevators through a variety
of contexts including; tracing the range of stylistic influences which informed their design from the
Beaux Arts movement to the organic architecture of Louis Sullivan, understanding their production as an
outgrowth of a burgeoning nineteenth-century metalworking industry, and demonstrating how
placement of these elevators in proximity to light courts facilitated both natural light and intricate
shadow within building interiors.
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Introduction/Literature Review
In 2002, The New York Times published an article about the restoration of a rowhouse on Riverside Drive
which still contained all of its original interior fixtures from the 1890s. “A lot was damaged,” said the
project developer, who was quoted in the article, “but we restored everything, including the stained
glass, wood paneling and nine fireplaces.”1 Yet perhaps the most compelling aspect of this article was
not that it recounted what was restored in the building, but that it also alluded to what was ignored: the
building’s historic “birdcage elevator”. In stark contrast to the stained glass, wood paneling, and
fireplaces, which were all retained and painstakingly preserved as part of the restoration work, the
article reveals that the historic elevator was ripped out, removed from the building, and
unceremoniously “donated to the Otis elevator company.”2
Preservationists are trained to give thought to nearly every aspect of historic buildings, from anticipating
how materials will perform, to contemplating theoretical concerns such as whether a “dirt patch” should
be left on a surface to indicate that it was cleaned. Yet despite the extreme attention paid to most
facets of historic buildings, preservationists have made few inroads to date with regard to elevators.
Although historic elevators are viable examples of original fabric, they are routinely overlooked, omitted
from restoration work, or discarded and replaced with modern elevators, rather than being retained as
architecturally significant fixtures.
For historic elevators to currently comprise such a neglected area of preservation work is surprising
given the profound and transformative impact the elevator had on the nineteenth-century built
environment. Along with steel-frame construction, passenger elevators allowed buildings to achieve
unprecedented verticality, and are commonly cited as the foremost innovation directly resulting in the

1
2

Christopher Gray, “An 1896 Row of 11 Town Houses with One Architect,” The New York Times, February 3, 2002.
Ibid.
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creation of the skyscraper. Yet at the present time, elevators are not given adequate weight in the field
of preservation to reflect these immense contributions. Only rarely are the merits of historic elevators
recognized. The Wisconsin Historical Society states on its website:
Your historic commercial building may contain an original passenger or freight elevator that was
installed when the building was constructed or added later. If your building has an original
elevator, you are encouraged to preserve it as a character-defining feature of your building.3

Apart from this explicit endorsement by the Wisconsin Historical Society, however, few other
organizations advocate specifically for the preservation of historic elevators. Lack of advocacy combined
with the absence of a well-defined preservation strategy to guide those working in the field, has resulted
in the loss of multitudes of historic elevators. While the elevator in the rowhouse on Riverside Drive
represents one example of a historic elevator lost, it was hardly the first to be removed amid restoration
work, nor was it the first to find its way to the Otis Elevator Company upon being discarded.
The Otis Elevator Company, whose name has long been synonymous with the manufacture of passenger
elevators, dates back to the 1850s when Elisha Graves Otis, an inventor and vocal abolitionist who
traded his earliest elevators for canons to arm his militia during the Civil War, founded the company in
Yonkers, New York. [Fig. 1] Otis entered the elevator business in 1851 after inventing his “improved
safety brake,” a device which employed grabbing pawls to stop freight elevators from plummeting in the
event of a rope or cable breakage. Otis’s improved safety brake is often credited with resulting in the
birth of the passenger elevator, because this invention allowed mechanical lifts to be safely used in
buildings to transport people for the very first time.

3

“Preserving an Original Elevator in Your Historic Building”. Wisconsin Historical Society Website.
https://www.wisconsinhistory.org/Records/Article/CS4157 Accessed March 2, 2017.
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Otis famously demonstrated his brake during the second season of the “Exhibition of the Industry of All
Nations” World’s Fair held at the New York Crystal palace. The Crystal Palace, which famously burned
down in 1854, was initially considered a flop due to poor exhibition attendance during its opening
season in 1853. In an attempt to draw larger crowds, management of the exhibition was transferred to
P.T. Barnum for its second season. With his flair for sensationalism, Barnum sought to incorporate new
and exciting sources of spectacle into the exhibition, and granted Elisha Otis a central, prominent
location under the Crystal Palace dome to dramatically demonstrate the effectiveness of his safety
brake. Positioned high in the air atop an elevator platform, Otis would ask an assistant to cut the
elevator’s suspending ropes, much to the alarm of spectators below. Once the ropes were severed and
the platform began to drop, the safety brake would engage, catching the elevator before it fell. [Fig. 2]
The Otis Elevator Company saw tremendous success in the years following Otis’s famed demonstration,
and is still in business over 150 years later, with company headquarters currently located in Farmington,
Connecticut. Although it manufactures modern elevators today, the Otis Elevator Company still retains
an enduring connection to the past, due both to its nineteenth-century origins, and because the
company has acquired a substantial collection of nineteenth-century elevators which have been
discarded from their historic interiors. While some of these elevators arrive at the Otis Elevator
Company completely intact, [Fig. 3] most of the collection consists of ornamental pieces of nineteenthcentury elevators. These decorative fragments, such as elaborate wrought iron finials, or sections of
ornate elevator car canopy, [Figs 4 and 5] speak to the majestic character once exhibited by elevators
during the nineteenth-century; a time when elevators were intentionally designed to perform an
aesthetic function in addition to a mechanical one. Yet too often, historic elevators are recognized
solely for their technological merits alone, while their aesthetic capacity is rarely ever acknowledged or
invoked. In fact, nearly all the scholarly literature published about elevators during the past century has
overwhelmingly supported and reinforced a purely technological narrative of elevator history.
8

Perhaps the earliest book published on the subject of elevators is the technical manual, Elevator Shaft
Construction (1912) by Harry Robert Cullmer. This book was intended to serve as a guide for assisting
the “architect, builder, or building superintendent” on how to most efficiently incorporate an elevator
into a building.4 In the book, Cullmer stresses that the installation of elevators can be challenging, often
requiring extensive collaboration between multiple parties: “[t]he principle aim and purpose of this
work is to emphasize the necessity of the co-operation of all parties connected with the work of elevator
shaft construction and elevator installation to produce the best results and necessary economy.”5
Cullmer’s book was groundbreaking in its day because it was the first publication to ever attempt to
document knowledge of elevator construction. Although passenger elevators had been available for
over 60 years, “such data ha[d] never before been published” into a book.6 The book offers detailed
information, both in textual form and through a series of accompanying illustrations, on how to
construct many of the elevator components required within buildings, such as elevator shaft pits, rooms
to house elevator machinery, bulkheads, and controls for elevator cars. The final chapter of the book
includes a summary of the rules and regulations for elevator installations in New York City, providing a
valuable snapshot of the legal code guiding elevator construction during the 1910s.
The next book to be published about elevators was Elevators: A Practical Treatise on the Development
and Design of Hand, Belt, Steam, Hydraulic and Electric Elevators (1915) by John H. Jallings. The
introduction of this book invokes the dearth of elevator publications at the time: “The available
literature on elevator construction and design is very meager and it is the hope of the publishers that
this little volume will find a popular place in its field and satisfy a real demand.”7 Much like Cullmer’s

4

Harry Robert Cullmer, Elevator Shaft Construction; or, Practical Suggestions for the Installation of Electric
Elevators in Buildings (New York: The W.T. Comstock Company, 1912), 1.
5
Ibid.
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Ibid.
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John H. Jallings, Elevators: A Practical Treatise on the Development and Design of Hand, Belt, Steam, Hydraulic
and Electric Elevators (Chicago: American Technical Society, 1919), Introduction.
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work, this book was also intended to be an instructive technical manual for elevator construction.
However, rather than focusing on creating elevator shaft pits and rooms for elevator machinery within
buildings, Jallings’ book instead concentrates on the construction of elevator equipment itself. Contents
of the book are organized around the various types of motors which power elevators. Jallings’ book also
provides text supplemented by detailed engineering drawings and diagrams which show how to
assemble elevator machinery. Jallings had a career in elevator construction, and claims that his insiders’
perspective made him: “better qualified to speak of the historical development and the construction of
modern types [of elevators] than almost any one now connected with the industry.”8 He boldly states
in the introduction of his book that the design of the elevator had evolved to reach its zenith, and that
his book was documenting the ‘perfection’ exhibited by the 1910s elevator: “Modern elevator service
has improved so steadily with the demands made upon it that we hardly realize the perfection which it
has reached.”9
Elevators have been the subject of more modern publications as well, such as the book Going Up (1983)
by French author Jean Gavois. Gavois, who published his book in collaboration with the Otis Elevator
Company, was both an elevator enthusiast and an experienced worker in the elevator industry. Going
Up showcases his own personal collection of elevator-related images and illustrations. Gavois attempts
to trace the total, cumulative history of the elevator (including any lifting devices which might be as
predecessors of the elevator) using only these well-curated images and explanatory text in the
accompanying captions. The book begins in ancient times with the construction of the pyramids, and

8

Ibid.
Ibid. Use of the term ‘perfection’ to describe the elevator in 1915 is ironic, not only because elevator design
would continue to improve over the next hundred years, but because 1915 also represented the year in which
“The Certified List of Elevator Killings in the Borough of Manhattan Alone” was published. This document
contained statistics on the multitude of elevator fatalities that occurred in Manhattan between the years 1907 1915, many of which stemmed from elevator design flaws that resulted in tragic accidents. The document
concludes with a stern warning against the use of any potentially unsafe elevator equipment: “Who will be the
next—will it be you, or a relative, or a friend, or an employee?” [p.23]
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follows vertical lifting technology through the Middle Ages and into the Industrial Age before concluding
with a chapter on twentieth-century elevators.
The Vertical Transportation Handbook (1998) was written by George R. Strakosch, with guest authors
contributing short essays in the second half of the book. Much like earlier works by Cullmer and Jallings,
this book was also intended to be an elevator technical manual, but focuses on the technical aspects of
modern elevator equipment. The book explores the minute details which factor into elevator design to
achieve maximum efficiency. Strakosch touches on many topics in the book, often verifying his
assertions with mathematical formulas and calculations. He discusses what he calls “pedestrian
planning,” or anticipating how passengers will move about in and utilize an elevator, and provides
analysis on everything from selecting the shape of the elevator platform, to choosing the optimum
width of elevator doors, to properly accounting for space between each passenger inside an elevator car
to avoid uncomfortable physical contact, which he dubs the “no touch zone.” Stakosch presents analysis
for how long an elevator trip should take, the ideal size of cars and positioning for groups of elevators,
and the number of elevators a building must contain in order to successfully handle its elevator traffic in
an expedient way. For a commercial building, Strakosch calculates that “a rule of thumb is to provide at
least one elevator for each 225 to 250 building occupants.”10 Stakosch even delves into passenger
psychology, estimating the time it takes a passenger waiting for an elevator to become impatient, and
concludes that, “good elevator service…provides average waiting time of less than 30 sec in a
commercial building, and about 60 sec in a residential building.”11
Otis: Giving Rise to the Modern City (2001) by author Jason Goodwin, documents the corporate history
of the Otis Elevator Company from the nineteenth through the present, focusing largely on the
company’s unprecedented influence on, and contributions to, the elevator industry. The book begins

10
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George R. Strakosch, The Vertical Transportation Handbook (New York: Wiley, 1998), 271.
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with the founding of the Otis Elevator Company by Elisha Otis, and the company’s growth through the
remainder of the nineteenth century under Otis’s sons, Charles and Norton Otis. Goodwin then
recounts the twentieth century history of the Otis Elevator Company, including the establishment of its
corporate periodical, The Indicator, its international expansion, its survival through the Great Depression
and both World Wars, and its merge with United Technologies during the 1970s.12 The book serves as a
thorough, chronological history of the Otis Elevator Company, and is richly supported by images and
historical photographs.
Perhaps the most comprehensive book ever published on elevator technological history is From
Ascending Rooms to Express Elevators: A History of the Passenger Elevator in the 19th Century (2002) by
Lee E. Gray. This book explores the history of the passenger elevator from its inception in the midnineteenth century, through the year 1900, in an unprecedented level of depth. Gray draws his analysis
from over 20,000 patents issued on elevator machinery during this time, calling attention to many of
these little-known patented innovations. He highlights the iterative (and often highly competitive)
nature of technological development for elevators, and provides vivid glimpses into the colorful
personas of many of the key inventors responsible for advancing the elevator industry. While material
in the book primarily relates to elevator technological history, some information pertaining to elevator
social history is included as well, such as the hotly-debated nineteenth century question as to whether it
was necessary for a man to remove his hat when riding in an elevator. Gray also provides some insight
into the aesthetics of early elevators, such as that their cars frequently contained benches so passengers
could sit while riding.

12

The cover of The Indicator magazine featured an elevator indicator pointing to a number which corresponded to
the number of floors held by the tallest skyscraper at the time of publication of the issue.
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Up Down Across: Elevators, Escalators and Moving Sidewalks (2003) edited by Alisa Goetz represents
another recent work written about elevators. Published in collaboration with the Otis Elevator
Company to commemorate its 150th anniversary, this book contains eight assembled essays, each by a
different author on diverse topics relating to elevators and escalators. Topics include the dynamic
elevators and escalators present at the Paris Exhibition of 1900, the role of elevators in urban life, and
representations of escalators in art and photography. Perhaps the most notable of the eight essays is
Peter A. Hall’s Designing Non-Space: The Evolution of the Elevator Interior, in which Hall provides some
discussion of elevator aesthetics and contemplates the ambiguity inherent in designing elevators: “Does
it properly belong in the field of interior design, being a room that, by the way, just happens to move?
Or should it fall under the jurisdiction of the transportation designer, since it is, in truth, a vehicle?”13
Hall paraphrases the work of David Noble in his book The Religion of Technology (1997), stating that
“Victorian engineering drew much of its robust spirit from religious thought,” and arguing that
nineteenth-century elevator cars perfectly exemplified this mechanical-religious fervor because their
open design, “provid[ed] riders with G-d-like, panoramic views of His creation.”14 However, Hall does
not dwell long on nineteenth-century elevators, or offer a more detailed analysis of their aesthetic
design. Instead, he moves on to devote the remainder of his essay to elevators of the 1920s and beyond,
citing some notable examples: “The architecture firm Warren and Wetmore’s 1929 design for an
apartment building at 230 Park Avenue…featured red-walled elevators with domed ceilings bedecked
with painted clouds.”15
The most recent book published about elevators is Lifted: A Cultural History of the Elevator (2014) by
Andreas Bernard. Originally published in German, this work represents a departure from previous

13
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elevator scholarship, which focused predominantly on the impact of the elevator on the American city.
By contrast, Bernard’s work adopts a broader geographic scope, exploring the impact of the elevator in
Europe. His book deals primarily with the social and psychological implications surrounding the
introduction of the elevator into the urban environs, including public anxieties about the safety of the
machines, and the sense of claustrophobia they induced for many passengers.
While elevator technological history has had ample coverage in scholarly literature throughout the past
century, elevator aesthetic history has received comparatively less attention. Authors Gray and Hall
provide some insights into elevator aesthetics in their respective works, but no publications devoted
exclusively to this critical topic presently exist. Aesthetics are particularly pertinent to elevators of the
nineteenth century; an era when decoration was frequently incorporated into machinery as a way to
augment functionality with beauty. Nineteenth-century radiators, for example, such as those produced
by the American Radiator Company, were manufactured with eye-catching designs on the surface of
their coils. [Fig. 7] Similarly, nineteenth-century elevators used design to ‘transport’ passengers in every
sense of the word. These machines not only lifted the physical body, but elevated the psyche as well,
through their appealing and often highly elaborate decoration. The combined beauty and functionality
of the nineteenth-century elevator was perhaps best exemplified by the “birdcage elevator”, a type of
open-style elevator which contained decorative metal screens in addition to mechanical components.
Mechanically, both present-day and historic passenger elevators operate using essentially the same
principles. Elevators are housed within a shaft and move by engaging a pulley system. One side of the
pulley is connected to the elevator car, while the other side is connected to a counterweight (usually
measured to be about half the weight of the car without passengers). The car and counterweight are
attached to each other by either a rope or cable, which is fed through a sheave controlled by a motor
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source.16 Elevators also utilize a governor, which ensures that a constant operating speed is maintained,
guide rails to keep the elevator car on its track, and various other safety features designed to suspend
movement of the car in the event of a mechanical malfunction. [Fig. 6]
Because they are confined within shafts, elevators are largely concealed from view with the exception of
elevator entrances, and elevator cars. Birdcage elevators were notable because they gave particular
prominence to these visible areas.17 Popular from the late nineteenth century through the early
twentieth century, birdcage elevators were characterized by the presence of metal, screen-like
partitions, called “enclosures,” located at elevator entrances, and surrounding elevator cars to form
their walls and roof. While the functional purpose of these enclosures was to protect passengers from
potentially falling into a dangerous open elevator shaft, the screens were also highly decorative, and
lent visual interest to what otherwise would have been a purely mechanical elevator system. [Fig. 8]
Although these open-style birdcage elevators looked radically different compared with the modern
elevators installed into buildings today, elevators with decorative enclosure screens were at one time
the standard in vertical transportation, and truly dominated the architectural landscape of the American

16

There were many different types of motor sources used in historic elevators. The very earliest elevators in the
1850s were powered by steam, with the steam-powered motor frequently located outside of buildings. Hydraulic
elevators were invented by Cyrus W. Baldwin and made their first appearance in America circa 1870. Hydraulic
elevators differ somewhat from other types of elevators in that they are powered by water under the force of
gravity. [Gray, A History of the Passenger Elevator in the 19th Century, 88] The 1880s saw the advent of elevators
powered by electric motors. Interestingly, despite the arrival of electricity, the electric elevator and hydraulic
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option provided by the electric elevator. [Gray, A History of the Passenger Elevator in the 19th Century, 172]
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It should be noted that although the term “birdcage elevator,” is widely used to differentiate historic elevators
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the severity of the hall looked like a gilt bird cage with mirrors set between the bars, pushed a button, and
mounted two flights of stairs.” [Emily Post, “The Title Market,” Everybody’s Magazine, Volume 20, no. 2 (February
1909): 155.]
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city during the nineteenth century. The decade of the 1890s represents a particularly fascinating
moment for the birdcage elevator. During this time, birdcage elevators reached the height of their
production both in terms of volume of elevators manufactured, and complexity of enclosure designs.
Furthermore, the 1890s also served as the decade in which birdcage elevators developed a distinct
association with the then-emerging typology of the skyscraper, securing dynamic presences within the
lobbies of many early and notable examples of skyscraper buildings.
While the mechanical merits of historic elevators have been well documented by previous authors, their
aesthetic contributions have yet to be fully articulated. This thesis provides a robust analysis of the
aesthetic impact of birdcage elevators during the 1890s; the pinnacle of their grandeur, focusing on
their prominent role within the skyscraper interior. The thesis unpacks research across four chapters.
Chapter One provides necessary context for the 1890s birdcage elevator through a broad, chronological
overview of birdcage elevator history; tracing elevators outfitted with enclosures from their inception to
their disappearance. Chapter Two explores how the influence of the Beaux Arts movement resulted in
the rich ornamentation exhibited by 1890s birdcage elevators. Chapter Three considers birdcage
elevator production as an outgrowth of a burgeoning nineteenth-century metalworking industry.
Chapter Four evaluates individual examples of birdcage elevators, custom-made for installation within
1890s skyscrapers, and demonstrates how placement of these elevators in proximity to light courts
facilitated both natural light and intricate shadow within skyscraper interiors.
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Figure 1
Elisha Otis (Marked with Arrow) and Militia at Otis Elevator Factory
Yonkers, New York.
Jason Goodwin, Otis: Giving Rise to the Modern City
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Figure 2
Elisha Otis Demonstrating Safety Brake at the World’s Fair
Otis Elevator Company
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Figure 3
Intact and Restored Nineteenth-Century Elevator Car
The Otis Elevator Company
Photo by Author
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Figure 4
Decorative Finials from Nineteenth-Century Elevator Car
The Otis Elevator Company
Photo by Author
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Figure 5
Portion of a Nineteenth-Century Elevator Car Canopy
The Otis Elevator Company
Photo by Author
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Figure 6
Elevator Mechanical Diagram
George R. Strakosch, The Vertical Transportation Handbook, 7
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Figure 7
Ornamental Radiator
American Radiator Company
https://www.urbanremainschicago.com/early-20th-century-original-single-sided-cast-iron-americanradiator-company-commercial-building-basement-boiler-name-plaque-with-opposed-mountingholes.html
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Figure 8
Birdcage Elevator Shaft Enclosure
Champlain Building, Lobby
Ornamental Iron Winslow Bros. Co., 1893-95.
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Chapter 1: A History of Elevator Enclosures
Birdcage elevators have an extensive history. They flourished over a lengthy fifty-year stretch, which
bridged the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and peaked during the 1890s. While birdcage
elevators (particularly those of the 1890s) were characterized by the presence of elaborate and visuallydazzling metal enclosures, enclosures initially originated from much humbler roots. The earliest
iterations of enclosures first appeared during the mid-nineteenth century in conjunction with the advent
of the passenger elevator, and functioned primarily as a safety feature.
Although passenger elevators were not developed until the 1850s, elevators had already been wellestablished within industrial settings by the 1830s. Industrial elevators did not contain protective
enclosures. Instead, they utilized bare elevator platforms to hoist materials, and frequently, workers.
Industrial elevators such as the “teagle” saw great popularity in England at the onset of the Industrial
Revolution.18 Additionally, the “man-engine” and the “human chandelier” were paternoster elevators
frequently used by miners.19 While riding these machines, “each miner had to hold onto the rope with
one hand and lean outwards clutching a torch with the other.”20 Illustrations of these two elevators
depict miners standing precariously atop bare, unenclosed platforms. [Figs. 9 and 10]
Elisha Otis also stood on a bare elevator platform lacking any sort of protective enclosure during his
aforementioned safety brake demonstration at the New York Crystal Palace (see Introduction). This was
verified by an account of the exhibition published in the New York Tribune in 1854:
Extending our sketches of the new machinery, we may commence by alluding to an elevator, or
a machine for hoisting goods, (exhibited by Mr. E. G. Otis of Yonkers, N.Y.) which attracts

18

Gray, A History of the Passenger Elevator in the 19th Century, 5.
A paternoster is defined as: “A European device with cars running continuously up and down in adjacent
hoistways. Its use requires agility on the part of passengers, who step on to the moving car (cab) and step off on
their desired floor. From the Latin phrase meaning ‘our father.’” [Goetz, Up Down Across, 199]
20
Gavois, Going Up, 81.
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attention both by its prominent position and the apparent daring of the inventor, who as he
rides up and down upon the platform and occasionally cuts the rope by which it is supported.21

Ironically, while it was Otis’s safety brake which is credited for having made elevators safe for passenger
use, additional safety modification, in the form of enclosures, was still needed before elevators could
realistically be translated into architectural settings to transport passengers.
Early passenger elevator innovators such as Otis Tufts, a Boston-based elevator developer and lead
competitor of Elisha Otis, understood the practical need to outfit passenger elevators with protective
car enclosures. Tufts is famous for installing the passenger elevator at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New
York (William Wasburn and Griffith Thomas, 1859, demolished 1908). The car for this elevator was
installed with an enclosure as a safety feature:
I construct my passenger car with a strong canopy or covering at the top to prevent any
articles from falling from the upper stories down upon the passengers, and such
portions of the car are left open for light and air, I protect with lattice or network, so
that no heads or arms of the passengers can possibly be extended beyond the car to be
injured in passing the different floors of the buildings.22

The earliest passenger elevator cars had enclosures which were constructed from wood. The
Haughwout Building (John Gaynor, 1857) was a commercial emporium which sold fine china and
glassware, and is believed to have contained the very first passenger elevator ever to be installed within
a building. This elevator was an Otis freight elevator, whose platform was modified with the addition of
a simple wooden enclosure, making it safe and suitable for passenger use.23
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“Science, Industry and Invention” New York Tribune, May 30, 1854, 6.
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Simple wooden enclosures, like the one found in the Haughwout Building, soon evolved into elaborate
elevator cars which resembled miniature rooms, and were often referred to as “movable rooms,” or
“sky parlours.”24 The interiors of these elevator cars were luxury spaces, densely decorated with
mirrors, chandeliers, and hand-carved architectural details. [Figs 11 and 12] An Otis catalog published
in 1869 advertised for one such model of luxury car, called the “Palace Elevator Car,” and contained the
following description:
The car is a sumptuous apartment, about seven feet square and eleven feet high, domed
overhead, with skylights, ventilators, and chandeliers supplied with gas through a flexible tube;
below richly carpeted, with a large mirror and luxurious sofas around three sides. The sides and
the domes overhead are finished throughout with panels, pilasters, brackets, carvings and
moldings in richly variegated colors of bird’s-eye maple, French walnut, tulip wood and ebony,
lighted up with chaste and appropriate touches of gilding.25

These wooden, room-like elevator cars were most frequently installed within commercial settings, such
as hotels and department stores. An article published in Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper in 1873
recounts the opening of a new location of Lord and Taylor at Broadway and Twentieth Street. One of
the key highlights of the new location was that it contained an elevator for use by shop patrons. The
article featured a sketch of “Ladies Ascending in the Elevator,” which depicts the interior of a room-like
elevator car, complete with a mirror and carpeting. Fashionably dressed ladies are seated on benches,
while an attendant operates the car by maneuvering its shipper rope. [Fig. 13] This illustration was
accompanied by a description of elevator usage during the opening days of the department store:
One of the most delightful features on this floor is the subject of the illustrations on this page,
the elevator…The elevator is worked by steam; is capable of holding twenty persons, and at the
last Opening it is computed that not less than 10,000 ladies were conveyed up and down, during
the three days, from the first to the fifth floor and back.26
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While the earliest elevator enclosures were made of wood, a dramatic shift in the material used for
enclosures occurred during the 1870s, when wooden enclosures were swapped for metal. The Great
Chicago Fire of 1871 followed one year later by the Great Boston Fire of 1872, prompted new concerns
about fireproof construction and led to the incorporation of more fireproof materials, such as metals,
into buildings. These same fireproofing concerns also extended to elevators, and flammable wood
enclosures were soon abandoned in favor of metal enclosures. In addition to being fireproof, metal
enclosures also proved to be much more durable and longer-lasting than their wooden counterparts,
which were highly susceptible to warping over time when exposed to temperature changes: “When
wood car enclosures are used...the elevator shaft should be properly ventilated to insure against the
warping and shrinking of the car enclosures, due to different temperatures in the building.”27
The first building known to contain metal elevator enclosures was the Tribune Building on Park Row
(Richard Morris Hunt, 1875, demolished 1966), which was constructed just a few years after the
catastrophic fires in Chicago and Boston. The two elevators in the Tribune building were installed within
a stairwell, and had enclosures composed of open metal work:
The two public elevator cars were each 5 feet 6 inches by 9 feet and contained a bench along
three sides. They were lighted by gas fixtures and skylights. The elevators also received light
from the adjacent windows in the stairwell. [The] twin elevators were not housed in solid
masonry shafts, they operated in an open iron framework enclosed by metal screens.”28

Another 1870s building which contained metal elevator enclosures was the Boreel Building (Stephen
Hatch, 1879, demolished, 1905). This seven story office building was considered, “one of the best
planned and satisfactory tall structures ever erected,” and was cutting-edge for several reasons,
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including for its innovative elevators:29 “The Boreel was one of the first of the type of really large
fireproof office buildings in the city, and one of the first of those whose construction was influenced by
the perfecting of passenger elevators.”30 The Boreel Building was the first building to have its elevators
(four Otis hydraulic elevators) clustered together as a group. Grouping of the elevators was necessary
because, “[elevator] conductors [found] their time fully occupied in transporting passengers” due to the
large number of tenants who rented space within this highly desirable office building:
“[T]he economy of the system is also well shown by the operation of the four elevators used in
the Boreel Building, where constant flow of business in its 150 offices makes the crowds in its
halls and corridors often equal to those on Broadway sidewalks.”31

The elevators for the Boreel Building were located beneath a skylight in the building’s central atrium.
While the cars for these elevators still resembled movable rooms, their innovative shaft enclosures were
constructed from open metalwork, which left the cars completely visible from the atrium as they
ascended and descended within the elevator shafts. [Figs 14 and 15]

These open enclosures not only

showcased the elevator cars, but allowed them to receive light pouring in from the skylight above,
setting a critical design precedent which linked birdcage elevators to natural light and would later
inform the design of the interiors of many skyscrapers during the 1890s. (See Chapter Four)
While the Tribune Building and Boreel Building of the 1870s contained elevators whose open metal
enclosures might qualify them as the first known examples of “birdcage elevators,” by the 1880s
birdcage elevators outfitted with metal car and shaft enclosures saw widespread popularity, and would
remain in production for the next forty years. The birdcage elevators produced during this four-decade-
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stretch displayed a tremendous amount of variation. These elevators could be installed within interior
building shafts or retrofitted into existing stairwells. [Fig. 16] They could be cheap or expensive; with
metalwork designs that ranged from highly involved, to simple and utilitarian. There were both massproduced models of birdcage elevators available through catalogs, as well as custom, one-of-a-kind
birdcage elevators created specifically for particular buildings. A catalog for a Chicago-based elevator
company touted the range of the elevator design spectrum when it offered, “more than one hundred
designs for its elevator cars, ranging in price from $200 to $2000.”32 Often the style of a building
dictated the appropriate price that should be spent on its elevators:
The locality, and the class of building in which the elevator is to be installed should be the
guiding features for determining the amount to be expended for the enclosures…It is a safe rule
that in ordinary loft or office buildings, hotels or apartment houses, the amount to be expended
for the passenger car enclosure should never exceed $250… For first class office buildings, hotels
or apartment houses, the cost of the enclosures should depend largely upon the design and
quality of material used throughout the building…the allowance for the cost of the passenger
car enclosure might be estimated at a minimum of $500 each…The more expensive enclosures
are governed according to the design and the quality of workmanship and material, and are
subject to special estimate.33

In addition to being available at a range of prices, birdcage elevators were also sold through an array of
elevator companies. While the Otis Elevator Company is the oldest and longest-enduring passenger
elevator company, it was not the only elevator company operating during the nineteenth century. Many
smaller, regional elevator companies were established during the second half of the nineteenth century
to accommodate the growing demand for passenger elevators. Initially, these companies were
competitors of the Otis Elevator Company. However, fifteen of them were absorbed by the Otis
Elevator Company in 1898 during a merge of unprecedented scale:
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The culminating act occurred on June 10, 1898 in a meeting held in the Auditorium Hotel in
Chicago. The meeting, apparently orchestrated by William Baldwin, included representatives
from Whittier Machine, Stokes & Parrish, Morse, Williams and Co., the Standard Elevator Co.
and Crane Elevator…The agreement reached in Chicago resulted in the creation of a single
corporate entity that embraced all 15 companies under the single corporate umbrella of the
newly founded Otis Elevator Co.34

Prior to merging with the Otis Elevator Company, however, each of the fifteen smaller companies
operated as distinct corporate entities. While many of them were separated from each other by great
distances, the companies all depicted birdcage elevators in their corporate catalogs and promotional
materials; a true testament to the widespread popularity of these elevators. [Figs 17, 18, 19] For
example, a promotional booklet for the Crane Elevator Company from 1896 (two years prior to their
merge with the Otis Elevator Company in 1898) shows hand-rendered sketches of birdcage elevators
painted with vivid watercolors to highlight the beauty of their enclosure designs.
While birdcage elevators were produced for a lengthy period of nearly 50 years, beginning in the 1870s
and 1880s, cessation of their manufacture appears to have occurred in the early 1920s, based upon
their disappearance from elevator catalogs and replacement with sealed elevator cars resembling those
used for today’s modern elevators.35 The decline of birdcage elevators can be attributed to a
combination of practical and safety factors. During the late nineteenth century, the tallest buildings to
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require elevators were approximately ten stories in height. By the 1920s, however, forty and fifty story
buildings were not uncommon, and traversing such buildings in open-style elevator cars would not only
have been impractical, but likely also would have been disconcerting for passengers. Furthermore,
fireproofing concerns also played a major role in the discontinuation of the birdcage elevator. While
birdcage elevators were made from fireproof metal, their open enclosures still presented a clear danger
to passengers in the event of a fire. This troubling design flaw was made apparent in elevator buildings
which experienced major fires, such as the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory, where a horrific fire in 1911
resulted in 146 deaths, including many who perished within the building’s birdcage elevator shaft. [Fig.
24]
Changing aesthetic preferences likely also resulted in the decline of birdcage elevators. Elevators are
built to run reliably for many years before requiring mechanical upgrades:
Many elevators installed…years ago are still in active service. A well-maintained elevator can
easily have a life expectancy of more than 50 years; however, changing social and economic
conditions usually demand that such equipment be replaced or upgraded.”36

The long life of these machines meant that many birdcage elevators installed in buildings during the
nineteenth century, were often still in use during the twentieth century. Prior to the 1920s, when a
birdcage elevator required an equipment upgrade, only mechanical portions of the elevator were
changed out, while decorative features, such as the enclosures, were retained. An example can be seen
in the Park Row Building (R.H. Robertson, 1899). Originally, the Park Row Building contained nine
birdcage elevators manufactured by the Sprague Elevator Company. The elevators all had custommade, coordinating car and shaft enclosures which featured elaborate, geometric floral patterns. [Figs
25, 26, 27, and 28] When these elevators were upgraded to newer, improved Otis machines in 1913,
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the original enclosures were retained so that the aesthetic character of the elevators would not be
altered. In a letter dated December 10, 1913, the Otis Elevator Company detailed their proposed plan
for work on the elevators in the Park Row Building, which involved upgrading the elevator machinery,
but keeping the existing enclosures:
We contemplate removing ten electric passenger elevators, installing nine new machines, using
the present shaft and rails; present cars and enclosures on Elevators Numbers 2—3—4—5—6—
7—8—9, with new car frame, safety, and governor.37

While birdcage elevator enclosures were usually retained during mechanical upgrades in years prior to
the 1920s, this no longer held true after the 1920s, when mechanical upgrades were frequently used as
an opportunity to also change the aesthetic character of birdcage elevators. Often, not only were
mechanical parts replaced, but enclosures were also removed to give the elevators a ‘sleeker’ and more
streamlined look, devoid of any of the previous ornament.
277 Broadway [Figs 29 and 30] and 49 Wall Street [Figs 31 and 32] in New York City, are two examples of
buildings whose birdcage elevator enclosures were removed in 1932 during mechanical upgrades. The
Otis Elevator Company was tasked with performing upgrades to the elevators in these two buildings,
just as it had in the Park Row Building two decades earlier. However, while enclosures in the Park Row
Building had been retained during mechanical upgrades, the enclosures for the elevators in 277
Broadway and 49 Wall Street were removed and replaced with sealed elevator cars and plain elevator
entrances, drastically altering the aesthetic character of the elevator banks. In the decades after the
1920s, removal of birdcage elevator enclosures during mechanical upgrades was so common, that by
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the end of the twentieth century elevators containing enclosures, which once had been ubiquitous, had
become rare.
The cumulative history of elevators outfitted with enclosures follows an iterative progression across
multiple decades. Elevator enclosures first appeared in conjunction with the onset of the passenger
elevator during the mid-nineteenth century, and soon developed into wooden, “room-like” elevator
cars. The dawn of the 1870s prompted a shift in enclosure material, from wood to metal, amid
sweeping efforts to construct buildings which adhered to more fireproof specifications. The remaining
decades of the nineteenth century saw the production of birdcage elevators dramatically expand and
diversify; with birdcage elevators becoming available at a range of prices, through a host of companies,
and within a variety of different locales, before their popularity ultimately waned in the early decades of
the twentieth century.
The total arc of birdcage elevator history, from their inception in the nineteenth century to their
disappearance in the twentieth, provides essential context for understanding the extraordinary moment
of the 1890s, the decade out of which many of the most aesthetically significant examples of birdcage
elevators would emerge.
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Figure 9
“Man-Engine” Industrial Elevator
Jean Gavois, Going Up, 80
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Figure 10
“Human Chandelier” Industrial Elevator
Jean Gavois, Going Up, 81
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Figure 11
Interior View of Wooden Elevator Car
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figures 12
Interior View of Back or Side of Wooden Elevator Car
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 13
Opening Day at Lord and Taylor’s Store Broadway and Twentieth Street
Ladies Ascending in the Elevator
Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, v. 35, 1873 Jan. 11, p. 289
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Figure 14
Elevator Car Interior
Boreel Building
Scientific American April 16, 1881.
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Figure 15
Elevators in Central Atrium
Boreel Building
Scientific American April 16, 1881
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Figure 16
Birdcage Elevator Installed into Existing Stairwell
Harry Robert Cullmer, Elevator Shaft Construction; or, Practical Suggestions for the Installation of
Electric Elevators in Buildings
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Figures 17
Advertisement for The Otis Elevator Company featuring Birdcage Elevator
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 18
Advertisement for The Crane Elevator Company, 1896, Featuring Birdcage Elevator
Watercolor
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 19
Advertisement for The Standard Company Featuring Birdcage Elevator
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 20
Birdcage Elevator
Japanese Issue of Otis Elevator Company Catalog, 1922
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 21
W.S. Tyler Company Catalog, 1919
W.S. Tyler Company “Elevator Enclosures and Cars: Architectural Iron and Bronze”
Avery Classics, Columbia University
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Figure 22
W.S. Tyler Company Catalog, 1919
W.S. Tyler Company “Elevator Enclosures and Cars: Architectural Iron and Bronze”
Avery Classics, Columbia University
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Figure 23
W.S. Tyler Company Catalog, 1927
W.S. Tyler Company. “Elevator Cars, Elevator Entrances”
Avery Classics, Columbia University
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Figure 24
Birdcage Elevator After Fire
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory, 1911
https://www.historyonthenet.com/authentichistory/1898-1913/2-progressivism/3-laborreform/3trianglefire/
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Figures 25, 26, 27, 28
Birdcage Elevator Car and Shaft Enclosures
Park Row Building
R.H. Robertson, 1899
New York Public Library
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Figure 29
Birdcage Elevators Before Mechanical Upgrade
Lobby, 277 Broadway, New York, 1932
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 30
Birdcage Elevators After Mechanical Upgrade
Lobby, 277 Broadway, New York, 1932
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 31
Birdcage Elevator Car Before Mechanical Upgrade
49 Wall Street, New York, 1932
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 32
Birdcage Elevator Car After Mechanical Upgrade
49 Wall Street, New York, 1932
Otis Corporate Archive
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Chapter 2: The Beaux Arts Movement and the Birdcage Elevator
The elevator had a profound impact on the development of the skyscraper by making increased building
height possible. Yet it is also true that the skyscraper, and the aesthetic climate out of which it
emerged, had an equally profound impact upon the elevator. During the 1890s, the European-based
Beaux Arts movement, with its reverence for Classicism and propensity for rich ornamentation, became
firmly entrenched within American architectural practice, and guided architects designing the earliest
generation of skyscrapers. The widespread influence of the Beaux Arts movement also impacted the
design of the birdcage elevators installed within many of these early skyscraper buildings. While
birdcage elevators first appeared during the 1870s and 1880s, it was not until the prevalence of the
Beaux Arts movement in the 1890s, that these elevators would reach their peak, adopting highly
ornamental enclosures consistent with a Beaux Arts aesthetic.
The Beaux Arts movement originated in France, with its name translating in French to mean “fine arts.”
The design principals espoused by the movement were first developed at the l’École de Beaux Arts
school in Paris. Initially, the École only trained native French students, until Richard Morris Hunt became
the first American architect to receive his formal training there between 1845-1853.38 Hunt was soon
followed by a wave of American architects who attended the school, many of whom would go on to
become extremely influential; including H.H. Richardson, Ernest Flagg, Charles McKim, and Cass Gilbert.
The École became so popular with Americans, that by the 1890s American architects comprised the
largest group of non-native students studying there.39 Upon returning to America, these students
incorporated Beaux Arts teachings into their own architectural practices, infusing a European aesthetic
into the American built landscape. While the influence of the Beaux Arts first began to appear in
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American buildings by the 1880s (and would continue through the first World War), the Beaux Arts truly
became solidified as an “American” style during the 1890s with the opening of the Columbian World’s
Fair in Chicago in 1893. The grandiose, classically-inspired site of this exhibition perfectly exemplified
“City Beautiful,” a large-scale planning concept integrally connected with the Beaux Arts movement.
The Beaux Arts is characterized as a nineteenth century re-interpretation of Classicism, though beyond
its vague nod to the Antiquity, the style of the movement is difficult to precisely define. It was
characterized overall by grand scale, “symmetry, axiality, and sequential spaces,” and abundant use of
ornament.40 Ornament, in particular, was so essential to the aesthetic character of the Beaux Arts
movement, that it is often regarded as the one consistent, unifying factor connecting an otherwise
eclectic range of projects to have emerged from the movement:
The key element that identifies what we call Beaux-Arts is not…the emphasis on symmetry in
the plan, or the eclecticism, but the powerful drive for embellishment. We can see it in New
York’s old bishop’s-crook lamppost of cast iron, in the old fire-alarm posts with their Art
Nouveau ornament, or the old iron-and-glass subway entrances……What draws us to these
buildings and monuments, what commands our wonder, is embellishment. It is the key element
in bringing visual delight to our great city.41

The Beaux Arts movement was also characterized by use of the parti, a design tool employed by
students at the École to conceptualize buildings in plan. Because the plan was seen as “the
indispensable basis of effective composition,” mastering the parti represented the crux of Beaux Arts
training.42 The word parti translates to “choice,” and refers to the cumulative set of design choices an
architect must make to satisfy the requirements for a building in the best possible way. Beaux Arts
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architects maintained that the ‘right’ parti; the one which was the most elegant, thoughtful, or rational,
could only be ‘grasped’ through proper preparation of a design in plan:
[P]reparation involved arriving at a solution in plan. This was called the parti, the basic scheme
or concept of the architectural design. The Ecole’s training revolved around the plan; it was the
most important aspect of any design, the one to which the greatest amount of effort was
devoted.43

Use of the parti allowed Beaux Arts architects to achieve logical, symmetrical designs, and organize
building features “around clearly defined major and minor axes.”44 The ability to formulate such rational
compositions made architects with Beaux Arts training highly desirable in America. Often, they received
the most coveted commissions, especially those for the newest and most groundbreaking building type:
the skyscraper. Yet designing skyscrapers with traditional Beaux Arts tools like the parti, proved
challenging for American Beaux Arts architects, because the aesthetic principles which governed the
Beaux Arts movement often stood in direct conflict with the program of the skyscraper. There were
several points of glaring incompatibility between the two. The first was that the Beaux Arts encouraged
palatial designs; monumental in both their size and scale. While Beaux Arts designs were often only a
few stories high, they tended to be horizontally expansive: “the student was made to design palaces,
although they might take the form of a bank, a central building for a spa, an ambassador’s residence and
chancellery. The emphasis was on large projects.”45 Skyscrapers, by contrast, had a nearly opposite
profile. They exhibited soaring verticality, but were often confined to the tight horizontal footprint of a
city lot. Skyscrapers were also difficult to rectify with the Beaux Arts movement because these
unusually tall buildings broke up urban skylines, threatening the overall city cohesion advocated for by
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the Beaux Arts “City Beautiful” movement.46 Furthermore, increases in building height during the early
twentieth century resulted in the development of skyscraper towers, which were asymmetrically placed
on buildings so they would occupy no more than twenty-five percent of the total lot, and not obstruct
natural light. The quintessential example was the prominent asymmetrical tower of the Singer Building
(Ernest Flagg, 1908, demolished 1962). While architectural critic, Montgomery Schuyler, praised
skyscrapers with towers and suggested that city skylines might come to resemble, “a tiara of proud
towers,” many Beaux Arts architects who valued symmetry in design found the use of asymmetrical
towers to be aesthetically disconcerting.47
Collectively, the various points of incompatibility between the Beaux Arts movement and the skyscraper
program became known as the “skyscraper problem,” after Montgomery Schuyler coined the term in
1903 in an essay published in Scribner’s Magazine. The “skyscraper problem” was defined as:
[A] perceived disjunction between the urban actuality of unbridled skyscraper construction,
propelled by economic forces, and the notion that the city should become a work of art [for
which] architects faced the dilemma of trying to reconcile the programmatic and technical
requirements of the new building type with the constraints of design.48

The “skyscraper problem” presented Beaux Arts architects with a continual source of strife.
Architectural critic H.W. Desmond poignantly expressed the sense of futility felt by so many architects
when attempting to “solve” this persistent problem:
The “problem of the skyscraper” indeed! Who is there among our architects that has had
courage, we will not say to squarely face it and strive with it, but even to seriously think about
it? Is there any wonder that whenever the subject comes up most, at convention or meeting, or
elsewhere, among two or among a hundred, there is inevitably in a short time a shrugging of
shoulders and finally a dismissal of the matter as one of the impossibilities of life.49
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The various ways in which architects attempted to impart a Beaux Arts aesthetic to the design of the
skyscraper have been the subject of much scholarship. In her dissertation, The Woolworth Building and
the City Beautiful, author Gail Fenske argues that the “skyscraper problem” would remain unsolved by
architects until the innovative tapered design of the Woolworth building (Cass Gilbert, 1913) allowed for
symmetrical placement of the skyscraper tower; fully integrating the Beaux Arts aesthetic with the
skyscraper program for the first time. In addition to translating the Beaux Arts aesthetic to the exterior
elevation of skyscrapers, architects also sought to incorporate a Beaux Arts aesthetic to the interior of
skyscrapers through the elevator lobby:
The principles of symmetry, axiality, and sequential spaces fundamental to the Beaux-Arts
aesthetic…were confined almost entirely to the architectural treatment of the main
elevation…and elevator lobby.50

Because elevators frequently were the centerpieces of elevator lobbies, these machines became a focus
for Beaux Arts architects during the 1890s. Preoccupation with the elevator is evident with l’École de
Beaux Arts competition entries such as Lucien Bardey’s award-winning design for a fanciful elevator car
(or cabine d’ascenseur) from 1890, which took, “a decorative approach in elevating a practical invention
to the status of ‘high art.’”51 [Fig. 33]
While the Beaux Arts movement and the skyscraper had multiple points of incompatibility, they also had
one clear and obvious point of juncture in the birdcage elevator. Birdcage elevators were both a
necessary part of skyscraper program for accessing upper floors of a building, while their decorative
enclosures were designed with rich ornamentation during the 1890s as an expression of the Beaux Arts.
In this way, the birdcage elevator served as a powerful tool for aiding Beaux Arts architects in tackling
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the “skyscraper problem”. Montgomery Schuyler even suggested that birdcage elevators were so
effective in their ability to rectify skyscraper program with the Beaux Arts aesthetic that, “if the elevator
were alone in question, there would be no problem.”52
Central placement of birdcage elevators within elevator lobbies was an additional way for architects to
express a Beaux Arts aesthetic within skyscraper interiors. While elevators run vertically in shafts that
correspond to a skyscraper’s elevation, Beaux Arts architects sought to also conceptualize elevators in
plan by incorporating them into skyscrapers where they would be both axially-located and serve as
visual focal points for elevator lobbies. To achieve axially-located and visually-central elevators, Beaux
Arts architects positioned birdcage elevators in the parti for skyscrapers much as a “grand staircase”
would have been placed in more traditional, palatial Beaux Arts projects of fewer stories. The building
which perhaps epitomized effective placement of a “grand staircase,” was the Paris Opera House
(Charles Garnier, 1861). This highly ornamented Second Empire Baroque building served as inspiration
to many Beaux Arts architects during the 1890s. Within the Opera House interior, a prominent,
centrally-located staircase ushers visitors to upper portions of the building. [Figs 34 and 35] In
skyscraper interiors, elevators had replaced stairs for gaining access to upper building floors, yet the
precedent to impart visual prominence to the method of ascent remained. Birdcage elevators achieved
this visual prominence through their highly decorative enclosures, which transformed the elevator into
an eye-catching, visual focal point of an often already highly decorated elevator lobby:
Elevator enclosures in modern office buildings now form one of the main features of the
building, and a great deal of attention is given by the architect to design this work so as to
harmonize with the surroundings, which are frequently of richly colored marbles, and highly
decorative plaster work.53
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While birdcage elevators first appeared in the 1870s and 1880s, these elevators would reach their
aesthetic pinnacle only during the 1890s, with the injection of Beaux Arts aesthetic ideas into the
American architectural landscape. The European-derived Beaux Arts movement, with its basis in
Classicism and propensity for symmetry, axiality, and ornamentation, in many ways lacked compatibility
with the emerging American typology of the skyscraper. Birdcage elevators provided architects with a
critical outlet for integrating the Beaux Arts aesthetic into the skyscraper program and solving the
persistent “skyscraper problem,” because these machines were necessary for accessing upper
skyscraper floors, while simultaneously serving as an effective medium for expressing Beaux Arts
ornamentation.
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Figure 33
Cabine d’Ascenseur, 1890
Lucien Bardey
“The Architecture of the École Des Beaux-Arts: An Exhibition Presented at the Museum of Modern Art,
New York, October 29, 1975-January 4, 1976” Catalog.
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Figures 34,35
Grand Staircase
Paris Opera House
Arthur Drexler, The Architecture of the École des Beaux-Arts. Museum of Modern Art.
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Chapter 3: The Birdcage Elevator and the Metalworking Industry
In addition to prizing Classicism, symmetry, and ornamentation, the Beaux Arts movement also
supremely valued craftsmanship. Popularity of the Beaux Arts movement in America during the late
nineteenth century gave rise to a generation of skilled American craftsmen, who produced the
ornament which adorned Beaux Arts buildings:
Assisting the architect with whatever skills he obtained from his Beaux Arts training was an army
of craftsmen. Craft skills abounded in the country at the turn of the century. Let it be said in
praise of the Beaux-Arts architect, in sharp contrast to his Modernist successor; that he gave the
craftsman the opportunity to exercise his skill to the fullest…54

The indispensable role of the craftsman was also apparent in the production of birdcage elevators.
Nineteenth-century elevator manufacturing companies, such as the Otis Elevator Company, frequently
outsourced the production of many components of their elevators to specialists. Completed and fully
assembled elevators were the result of numerous such collaborations:
Like the automobile and many other American industries, the elevator field was one of
specialists. For the most part, our nation’s industry did not develop along the lines of its
European counterpart, wherein each elevator manufacturer strove to make as many of its
components as possible. In a nation known for its entrepreneurs, specialists developed who
concentrated upon a particular field of endeavor. Whether they made cabs, doors, rotating
equipment, controls, relays, wire rope, gates or rectifiers, their total involvement with a
relatively narrow range of equipment assured a refinement of product that, when incorporated
into a whole system, gave the American elevator an excellence recognized throughout the
world. 55 56

During the 1890s, elevator manufacturing companies relied particularly on skilled metalworkers to
provide the elaborate enclosures for birdcage elevators. These enclosures were crafted by hand in
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Ironworks amid a burgeoning American metalworking industry, and sent to elevator manufacturing
companies, who affixed them to completed elevators. [Fig 36]
Elevator enclosures were made from a combination of wrought and cast iron. Larger, structural portions
of enclosures were often formed from wrought iron, while cast iron was reserved for smaller details.
Both wrought and cast and iron have been used for ornamental metalworking dating back many
centuries.57 Wrought iron is heated and manipulated into shapes. Its most prevalent historical
application was for fashioning ornamental gates, which ranged from elaborate Renaissance and Baroque
gates crafted in Europe during the 1500s and 1600s, to simple gates constructed in early colonial
America. While wrought iron is heated and shaped by hand, conversely, cast iron is melted and shaped
in molds. Though first reported to have been used in ancient China, mass production of cast iron would
not occur until the 1840s in the England during the Industrial Revolution. Mass-produced cast iron
arrived in America by the 1850s, largely due to pioneers like James Bogardus and Daniel Badger who
recognized the potential of this material to be used for creating inexpensive building façades:
By 1850, cast iron construction for commercial architecture began in earnest. It’s real
importance was that it was one of the first manufactured building products which could be
produced in impressive quantities. Endless handsome facades, Palladian, Greek and Roman in
concept, issued from the iron foundries.58
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Cast iron was solidified as an important architectural material in 1853, when the façade of the Crystal
Palace at the New York World’s Fair was composed entirely from cast iron and glass. Cast iron was also
frequently used in a decorative capacity, because casting allowed for the creation of large quantities of
identical, inexpensive, and easily duplicatable forms: “The iron casting industry became proficient at
producing repetitive, elaborate decorative forms such as acanthus leaves, foliated and Vitruvian scrolls,
Greek keys, ovals, balls, pineapples, cornucopias, fleur-de-lis, finials, rosettes, and myriad other
shapes.”59
By the 1890s, the role of both cast and wrought iron within architectural settings had greatly expanded,
with iron, “used in building construction to serve two purposes, one structural, and the other
ornamental.”60 Not only were cast and wrought iron used at this time for creating ornament under the
popular Beaux Arts movement, but additionally, large quantities of steel (an alloy derived by combining
iron with carbon) were incorporated into the steel-frame constructions of early skyscrapers. With
increased use of iron in the 1890s, it was boldly proclaimed in 1899 that, “…iron as a building material is
as important at the dawn of the twentieth century, as was stone before the Christian era.”61 Despite
only four years separating the publication of his first and second volumes on metalworking in 1892 and
1896, author J. Starkie Gardner notes this explosive growth by the metalworking industry in the 1890s in
the introduction to his second book:
Since the publication in 1892 of the first ironwork handbook, smithcraft has progressed
uninterruptedly, not only in this country but in every other, and the large increase in the
number of skilled and even artistic smiths is a most gratifying sign. For certainly no class is more
important to the community at large than that of the skilled and independent craftsman, with
scope to make his talent and individuality felt, and with freedom to aspire to that rank in the
army of workers to which his qualities and industry may entitle him.62
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While ironwork production dramatically increased during the 1890s, ironworking techniques also
became much more advanced as well. During the mid-nineteenth century, traditional wrought iron
metalworkers had been hesitant to embrace the use of mass-produced cast iron, viewing the material as
“a vulgarization of ironwork.”63 By the 1890s, however, cast and wrought iron were being seamlessly
combined, resulting in greater creativity by metalworkers who manufactured an impressive scope of
ornamental ironwork products, which ranged from large fences to tiny ventilation covers, as well as
“…elevator cars, marquees, stairs, railings, grilles, balconies, windows, columns and sculptural work.”64
Although elevator enclosures represented only a small subset of the bounty of ornamental ironwork
produced during the 1890s, they were substantial constructions, whose large size and prominent
location within elevator lobbies meant they would be visible. Accordingly, ironworkers crafted them to
be both functional and eye-catching. To ensure that enclosures were sturdy and durable, they were
principally constructed from wrought iron: “In some structural work, cast iron is used extensively on
account of its cheapness; but for certain classes of work, cast iron is not suitable, and wrought iron is
employed almost exclusively, as for instance, the grille-work of elevator enclosures…”65 Enclosures were
formed by overlapping wrought iron bars to create a strong, structural, matrix of grillwork. Ironworkers
then frequently added twists to these bars to render them more ornamental: [Fig 37]
[A]n elevator is essentially a utilitarian device, and such ornamental features as we express in
its design should be a part and detail of the necessities of its construction. The grilled sides of
the elevator are rendered ornamental simply by twisting the iron straps and bars of the frame
filling into geometrical forms… 66
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Instead of twisting the bars, ironworkers might curl them into decorative scrolls. If many scrolls were
required, a pair of machines (the first forming the center of the scroll or “quick,” and the second curling
the remainder of the bar) were used in tandem to rapidly produce large quantities: “With such
appliances one man [could] make from 300 to 600 scrolls a day, according to their size and weight.” 67 68
[Fig. 38] Ironworkers incorporated curled and twisted wrought iron bars together to form panels of
grillwork with different geometric patterns and designs. [Fig. 39] These grillwork panels were then
combined with cast iron details, and assembled into elevator enclosures replete with rich and varied
ornamental schemes. In the 1890s, The Colliery Engineering Company published a book containing
illustrations of ornamental metalwork. Descriptions accompanying two renderings of birdcage elevator
enclosures speak not only to the complexity of their designs, but also to the virtuosic craftsmanship of
the metalworkers who executed them:
[The illustration shows] a design for an elevator car entirely of wrought iron. The grille differs
from the previous examples, as it had no border, but is divided into a dado, field, and frieze. The
dado is composed of an interlaced leaf; the field has a cartouche with a fleur de lis in the center,
and the frieze with an interwoven pattern ending in scrolls. The panels which take the place of
the cornice are filled with scrolls, and decorated with leaves having a flower or bud at its center.
The grille of the dome is in motive similar to the honeysuckle-link decoration used in classic
architecture. [Fig. 40]
The car illustrated…is wrought iron; the dado is a diaper of basketwork. The grille by the
arrangement of the scrolls does away with a border top and bottom, but, as it is divided into
three panels having the bars gathered reed fashion, it is necessary that a border be provided to
close the space at the sides. The rods forming the reeds are separated by button washers and
riveted together. The dome of this car is circular in plan, divided into a series of radiating panels
finished at the bottom with a link-scroll design and at the top with rings. The crown of the dome
has the scrolls so arranged that they form a natural continuation of the panels.69 [Fig. 41]

Despite tremendous variation in their ornament, enclosures for birdcage elevator cars always
consistently adhered to the same, identical three-part format. The bottom-most portion of the car
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enclosure (often referred to as a “wainscot” or “dado”) was always composed of very dense metalwork;
either a solid metal panel, or wrought iron bars formed tightly into a “basket weave” pattern with few
gaps to prevent children from sticking fingers through the grillwork:70
[T]he lower wainscot…of car enclosures with grille work above…should never be less than 3’-9”.
Should they be made less there is a possibility of persons (especially children) slipping their
hands or fingers through the bars or mesh work, and being injured by the counterweights or
other mechanisms in the shaft.71

The middle portion of the car enclosure always consisted of wrought iron grillwork spaced further apart,
allowing passengers to see out of the car. Finally, the enclosure would be topped by a grillwork dome or
canopy. While this three-part configuration for car enclosures was primarily adopted for practical and
safety reasons, it may also have been embraced for aesthetic reasons. Skyscrapers of the 1890s
exhibited a similar three-part format: “The three-part-façade composition was commonplace in New
York skyscrapers by the mid-1890s.”72 The three-part division of the skyscraper into foundation, tiers,
and attic (which was said to correspond to the base, shaft, and capitol of a column), was first described
by Louis Sullivan in his essay The Tall Building Artistically Considered (1896). Sullivan believed that
adoption of a tripartite form for the skyscraper was necessary to “impart to this sterile pile” a
“sentiment of beauty.”73 Birdcage elevator cars of the 1890s had clearly adopted their own variation of
the popular three-part form, perhaps as a way to mirror the artistry of the very buildings into which they
were being installed.
By the 1890s, Ironworks were located throughout the country; cropping up regionally to supply
enclosures to the elevator manufacturing companies which had established a similarly widespread
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presence by the 1890s. (see Chapter 1) The ubiquity of Ironworks during the late nineteenth century is
well-documented through advertisements. While Ironworks manufactured an extensive range of
products, elevator enclosures were particularly popular, and were frequently showcased in advertising.
For example, the Detroit-based Ironworks Company, J.E. Bolles & Co., advertised within Scientific
American during the 1890s. One of its advertisements ran in the 1894 issue of Scientific American, and
touted the superiority of the company’s “artistic” elevator enclosures:
Our illustration shows the high excellence which fine metal work has reached in the line of
elevator inclosures. The people want new and artistic designs. The work must be artistically
built, and finished according to the most advanced methods. J.E. Bolles & Co., Detroit, Mich.,
have just published their catalogue No. 11, which contains a series of original and attractive
designs, and it is from this that our illustration is taken. This company gives special attention to
artistic elevator inclosures, cars and similar work.74

L. Schreiber & Sons Co., an Ironworks based out of Cincinnati, ran advertisements in the Architectural
Record near the turn of the century. The image which the company chose to best encapsulate the high
quality of their ironwork was a photograph of an elaborate elevator enclosure crafted for a bank lobby
in California.
Birdcage elevators were truly synonymous with craftsmanship. During the 1890s, the enclosures for
birdcage elevators were manufactured in Ironworks, which sprang up throughout the country amid a
thriving nineteenth-century metalworking industry. While a range of ornamental metalwork products
were manufactured in these Ironworks, elevator enclosures represented particularly complex
constructions; indicative of the high level of skill possessed by nineteenth-century metalworkers.
Enclosures adhered consistently to a three-part format while seamlessly combining cast iron details with
durable wrought iron bars formed into different patterns and visually-captivating geometric designs.
These elaborate enclosures emerged during a period of increased metalwork production in the 1890s,
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the impact of which ultimately shaped the character of the American urban environment, and the
skyscraper.
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Figure 36
Workers Assemble Elevator Car Enclosures, circa 1910s
Otis Corporate Archive
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Figure 37
Machine for Twisting Wrought Iron Bars
“Ornamental Ironwork” The Colliery Engineer Company, 1899. p. 42
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Figure 38
Tools for Forming Wought Iron Scrolls
“Ornamental Ironwork” The Colliery Engineer Company, 1899. Pgs 41-42
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Figure 39
Various Grillwork Patterns
Ornamental Iron Winslow Bros. Co., 1893-95.
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Figures 40, 41
Renderings of Elevator Cars
“Ornamental Ironwork” The Colliery Engineer Company, 1899. pgs 82, 84
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Chapter 4: Winslow Brothers, Hecla Iron Works, and Enclosures of Light
and Shadow
While there were myriad Ironworking companies operating throughout America during the 1890s, two
of the most notable were Hecla Iron Works and Winslow Brothers. These powerhouse companies were
at the forefront of the metalworking industry, producing some of the finest ornamental ironwork,
securing the most desirable commissions, and frequently pioneering metalworking techniques which
were later adopted by the rest of the industry. Hecla Iron Works and Winslow Brothers were also
responsible for creating some of the most exquisite elevator enclosures ever produced. During the
1890s, both companies were commissioned to create custom elevator enclosures for birdcage elevators
in many of the era’s most significant skyscrapers. Not only did the enclosures Hecla Iron Works and
Winslow Brothers provided significantly contribute to the aesthetic character of these skyscrapers, but
close examination also reveals a consistent link between the elevators in these buildings and natural
light.
Based out of New York City, Hecla Iron Works was a prolific ironworking company whose “contribution
to New York City's built fabric was extremely significant.”75 Hecla was founded by Niels Poulson and
Charles Eger, two Scandinavian immigrants from Denmark and Norway, respectively. The duo met while
employed in the foundry of early American ironworker, Daniel Badger, before establishing their own
ironworking company in 1876.76 The company name, Hecla, is fittingly also the name of a volcano in
Iceland. The factory for Hecla Iron Works was located in Brooklyn, New York, and the company also had
a drafting room and showroom to display the finest examples of their work. [Figs. 42, 43]. Perhaps the
greatest contribution of Hecla Iron Works to the metalworking industry, was the invention of an
innovative finish called Bower-Barff, which enhanced the durability of metalwork, while giving it a black,
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velvety appearance.77 Use of this signature Bower-Barff finish, combined with virtuosic metalworking
techniques, made Hecla Iron Works renowned for the artistry of their metalwork during the 1890s:
It is largely due to the skill and enterprise of the proprietors of the Hecla Iron Works that
nowhere else in the world can be found as artistic interior iron work in modern buildings as in
this country. Types of iron work unknown twenty years ago, and which would have been
impossible for production by any processes of manufacture then in vogue, are to be seen now in
nearly every first-class modern building in New York, and in other large cities in this country.
The influence of the artistic labors of Messrs. Poulson & Eger has spread far and wide, and the
methods initiated by the firm are being followed by other manufacturers.78

Other metalworking companies, such as Winslow Brothers of Chicago, also adopted use of Hecla’s
Bower-Barff finish, and produced artistic metalwork of a similar caliber. Founded in 1887 by brothers
William and Francis Winslow, Winslow Brothers maintained offices in Chicago’s Rookery building, and
frequently supplied metalwork to many prominent architects of the “Chicago School” during the 1890s.
Winslow Bros had a substantial presence at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair, exhibiting their metalwork
and submitting eight pieces for judgement (including an elevator enclosure), which all received
awards.79 [Fig. 45]
The metalwork produced by Hecla Ironworks and Winslow Brothers during the 1890s was critical to
shaping the aesthetic character of their respective cities of New York and Chicago.80 While these two
powerhouse ironworking companies would ultimately merge in 1913, during the 1890s, Hecla Iron
Works and Winslow Brothers were fierce rivals often competing against one another to secure the most
desirable commissions, including those to provide ornamental metalwork to early skyscrapers.81 The
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interiors of early skyscraper frequently contained abundant natural light, and Hecla Iron Works and
Winslow Brothers manufactured custom birdcage elevator enclosures for these buildings which were
critical for highlighting and enhancing its effects.
Incorporating natural light into building interiors was first popularized in American cities during the
1870s in response to the poor living conditions found in over-crowded tenement houses. Because
tenement houses often lacked adequate light, ventilation, or sanitation, these structures elicited
concerns about their potential to cultivate and spread disease.82 Progressive architects like Ernest Flagg
believed that architects had an obligation to design buildings which promoted health and well-being to
ameliorate the ills that poorly-designed structures, like tenement houses, were inflicting upon their
occupants.
Flagg penned a harsh criticism of tenement houses, which he called, “dwellings not fit for the lowest
animals,” in his essay New York Tenement House Evil and its Cure, published in Scribner’s Magazine in
1894.83 Flagg not only found fault with the design of early tenements, which had street-facing windows
but dark interiors: “the first houses to be built were lighted only at the front and rear; all the central
rooms being dark as well as the hall and stairs,” but also denounced the later “dumbbell” tenements,
whose design had been ‘improved’ through the inclusion of tiny dumbbell-shaped voids in the center of
each tenement:
During the last fifteen or twenty years, the Board of Health has made feeble efforts at reform,
and now we now have houses of so-called improved type, that is to say, buildings of the kind
first described, with wells or shafts of stagnant air at the sides, acting as conductors of noise,
odors, and disease from one apartment to another. The bedrooms of one family have their
windows directly opposite, and four feet distant from, the windows of the house adjoining.
Each family has generally a cooking-stove in one of the rooms which open on to this same slit or
well...Very little imagination is required to picture to one’s self the wretched condition of people
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forced to live under such circumstances, and the greater danger arising therefrom to the health
and morals of the community.84

In contrast to the deplorable conditions found within tenement houses, Flagg designed housing in
which, “light, air, health, and comfort [could] be furnished at the same, if not at less cost.”85 Buildings
designed by Ernest Flagg, and other progressive architects like James E Ware, frequently employed light
courts, or large spaces deliberately left open for light and air within buildings:
The unit of the plans of both Mr. Ware and Mr. Flagg is a building 100 feet square, with an
interior court 30 feet square ventilated to the street either by narrow passageways, or from the
street through the basements; additional light, air and ventilation being provided by recessed
courts 18 feet wide by about 60 feet deep opening from the streets. In Mr. Flagg’s plan a street
20 feet wide runs from avenue to avenue through the center of the block at the rear of the
buildings facing on either street. In Mr. Ware’s plan this rear street extends but half way
through the block, but is connected by two courtways running from street to street at the rear
of the buildings facing the avenues. In all these buildings every room opens on an abundance of
light and air. Everywhere there is cross ventilation and plenty of light.86 [Fig 46]

Although light courts first appeared within urban buildings during the 1870s in response to tenement
houses, concerns about providing interior natural light also extended to the design of skyscrapers in the
1890s. While tenement houses had been dangerous due to overcrowding, multi-story skyscrapers
elicited similar concerns about the spread of disease due to their high capacity of occupants. In the
nineteenth century, natural light was believed to possess potent disease-fighting properties, and
accounts for why in the 1890s when electric light would have been readily available, skyscrapers whose
interiors did not provide adequate natural light, did not rent.87 Architects of 1890s skyscrapers drew
inspiration from office buildings with abundant natural light, such as the Boreel Building (see Chapter
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One) in lower Manhattan (Stephen Hatch, 1879, demolished, 1905), and often incorporated light courts
into the plans for skyscrapers to ensure that their interiors would receive ample light.
“Chicago School” architect, Dankmar Adler, discussed the importance of incorporating light courts into
skyscraper interiors in his essay, “Light in Tall Office Buildings,” published in Engineering Magazine in
1892. Adler saw light courts as critical to skyscrapers because, “the first requisite to the successful
occupation of any premises for use as offices by professional and business men is light and air.”88 Adler
stressed that light courts were especially necessary in skyscrapers with large footprints, where natural
light might otherwise only reach offices located along the outer periphery, but leave the interior offices
dark. His essay included drawings depicting different options for effectively incorporating light courts
into skyscraper plans. [Fig 47] Although light courts took up valuable square footage within an interior,
Adler argued that including them was both necessary and economical because their presence ensured
that all offices within a building would be well-lit and rentable:
The experience of real-estate agents shows that high rentals can be obtained only for welllighted offices, and that the most desirable tenants will not occupy inferior or ill-lighted rooms
at ever so low a rental…If, therefore, a given building, no matter how favorably located, how
soundly constructed, and how well equipped, has many dark rooms, it cannot be rented at all;
or, if rented, its tenants will be undesirable in character and standing, and the rental derived
from the investment will be small.89 90
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Adler’s essay goes on to compare light courts with elevators. Architects of early skyscrapers would
carefully calculate the appropriate amount of floor space to allot to a light court, much the same way
that the number of elevators needed for a building was also carefully weighed:
Efficient and continued elevator-service can be much more readily guaranteed with a large
number of small elevators than with a large one; yet to increase the number of elevators in a
building may absorb so great a portion of its area that sufficient floor-room may not be left for
offices to be served by the elevators.91

Skyscrapers of the 1890s often contained both a light court and an elevator bank. To conserve
floorspace, it was common for architects to align these two fixtures in plan by placing the elevator bank
directly in front of the light court. This practice of aligning elevators to light courts may also explain the
overwhelming popularity of birdcage elevators. Their open enclosures did not obstruct the natural light
coming from light courts, instead allowing it to pass through the elevators and reach the skyscraper
interior:
[P]lacement of the elevators along the edge of the interior light court permitted windows in the
outer shaft wall which provided light for the elevator cars and, after passing through the open
metal work which enclosed the shafts, provided additional light for the building.92

As light from the light courts passed through the birdcage elevators, it would also cast shadows of the
metalwork in their elaborate enclosures. These intricate shadow patterns would have filled the interiors
of 1890s skyscrapers, and in many ways were just as much of a decorative feature as the enclosures
themselves:
In living with and looking at ironwork, one soon realizes that the shadow patterns cast by the
iron fence, fire escape, or door guard often assume as much visual prominence as the iron piece
91
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itself. The multiple and ever-changing shadow patterns of the ironwork are the living esthetic of
what is at first impression a static art form. The impact of iron’s shadow should have
consideration in design because it plays such an important role in our visual experience.93

Furthermore, the intricate shadow patterns cast by birdcage elevator enclosures were not stationary;
but would have moved with the ascent and descent of the elevator cars. Architects took these dynamic
sensory elements of light, shadow, and motion into consideration when they incorporated birdcage
elevators into the interiors of early 1890s skyscrapers:
Architects capitalized on [this] openness and designed elevators that were more than a means
to reach a certain floor. They embellished them to reflect the architectural style of the building
and some envisioned, in the interplay of sound and light and motion, a ``ballet mechanique”.94

Both Hecla Iron Works and Winslow Brothers created elevator enclosures for 1890s skyscrapers which
contained birdcage elevators aligned with interior light courts. Exploring these projects in depth reveals
not only that these elevators contributed aesthetically to the interiors of the skyscrapers, but that
placement of their richly decorated enclosure screens in close proximity to sources of natural light
would likely also have facilitated the presence of these mesmerizing shadow patterns.
Many authors have speculated about the various influences which impacted the appearance of birdcage
elevators during the 1890s. Author Henry Magaziner likens elaborate 1890s birdcage elevators to,
“resembling somewhere between a protective tomb and the airiness of a garden conservatory gazebo”
in his book, Golden Age of Metalwork. 95 96 In Lifted: A Cultural History of the Elevator, author Andreas
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Bernard attributes the aesthetic of the birdcage elevator to having been derived from confessional
booths: “The role of the elevator…is reminiscent of another confined, dark space: the
confessional...[because] sealed-off boxes engender a particular inducement to confession.”97 Yet it is
perhaps the profound ideas about ornamentation espoused by “Chicago School” architect Louis Sullivan,
which had the greatest impact of all upon the birdcage elevator. In their book, Ornamental Ironwork: An
Illustrated Guide to Its Design, History, and Usage in American Architecture, authors Susan and Michael
Southworth describe birdcage elevators of the 1890s as reflecting, “the influence of art nouveau and of
Louis Sullivan.”98
Sullivan articulated the power of ornament and its importance in building design in his essay, “Ornament
in Architecture,” published in 1892:
We shall have learned, however, that ornament is mentally a luxury, not a necessary, for we
shall have discerned the limitations as well as the great value of unadorned masses. We have in
us romanticism, and feel a craving to express it. We feel intuitively that our strong, athletic and
simple forms will carry with natural ease the raiment of which we dream, and that our buildings
thus clad in a garment of poetic imagery, half hid as it were in choice products of loom and
mine, will appeal with redoubled power, like a sonorous melody overlaid with harmonious
voices.99

He frequently adorned his distinctive buildings with dense ornamental schemes of natural and organic
forms which appeared to “grow” out of building surfaces: “By the same right that a flower appears amid
the leaves of its parent plant…the spirit that animates the mass is free to flow into the ornament.”100
Sullivan also had a profound appreciation for elevators, perhaps due to his personal friendship with
Chicago elevator tycoon, and Hale Elevator Company founder, Willian Hale, whom Sullivan lauded as,
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“responsible for the modern office building.”101 Sullivan viewed the elevator not merely as a mechanical
conveyance, but as a cohesive part of a building’s overall design aesthetic. He designed custom elevator
enclosures lavished with rich ornamentation for the elevators in his skyscrapers, and frequently
partnered with Chicago-based Ironworks, Winslow Brothers, to execute these complex designs. Several
Louis Sullivan skyscrapers from the 1890s contained spectacular elevator enclosures which were the
result of Sullivan-Winslow collaborations. Plans for these buildings reveal that the elevators outfitted
with these enclosures were consistently aligned with light courts or other interior sources of natural
light.
The Chicago Stock Exchange Building (Louis Sullivan and Dankmar Adler, 1894, demolished, 1972) was
one example of an 1890s skyscraper with elevator enclosures designed by Louis Sullivan and
manufactured by Winslow Brothers. The interior of the Chicago Stock Exchange building contained an
enormous light court. Two elevator banks, each with four elevators, were aligned with this light court,
allowing abundant natural light to shine through the elevator banks. [Fig. 49] The enclosures for these
elevators were composed of wrought iron and bronze, and featured, “grille work that derived from
motifs in nature.”102 [Figs 50, 51, 52, 53] The grille work incorporated half circle slivers and solid metal
balls, which Sullivan envisioned as abstract representations of crescent moons and “stylized seed
pods.”103 [Figs 54, 55] These “seed pods” are believed to be a reference to Sullivan’s 1886 poem entitled
“Inspiration”104: “But I know, best of all, that this token, once found, takes root in the soul as a seed that
is dropped into virgin soil.”105 Because the elevators in the Chicago Stock Exchange Building were
located directly in front of a light court, incoming natural light cast shadows of the abstract forms within
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the enclosures into the interior of the building: “the light coming through the elevator shaft [sic] created
beautiful circular shadows.”106 107
A second skyscraper whose elevator enclosures represented a collaboration between Louis Sullivan and
Winslow Brothers was the Guaranty Building (Louis Sullivan, 1896) in Buffalo, New York.108 Elevators in
the Guaranty Building were positioned directly in front of the building’s central light court. A bank of
four elevators aligned directly with the shortest wall of the light court, allowed natural light to shine
through the dense metalwork in Sullivan’s elaborate elevator enclosures, and reach the interior of the
building. [Figs 56, 57, 58] Interestingly, another Louis Sullivan skyscraper, the Wainwright Building
(Adler and Sullivan, 1891), located in St. Louis, Missouri, had a nearly identical plan as the Guaranty
Building, and also contained a bank of four elevators aligned with a central light court to receive
maximum natural light. [Figs 59 and 60] A third building whose elevator enclosures represented a
collaboration between Louis Sullivan and Winslow Brothers was the Schlesinger & Mayer building (1899,
altered 1902). While the elevators in this building were not located near a central light court, they were
situated along the periphery of the building, where they would have received incoming natural light
from street-facing windows. [Fig. 61]
Other architects of the “Chicago School,” in addition to Louis Sullivan, also sought to maximize natural
light within skyscraper interiors through use of light courts and optimal placement of elevators. Daniel
Burnham and John Root demonstrated their talent for designing well-lit interiors with their design for
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the Chicago Masonic Temple (Burnham and Root, 1892, demolished 1939). This building featured an
enormous bank of 14 elevators positioned beneath a skylight:
The Masonic Temple (1890-1892) by Burnham and Root provided one of the most dramatic
settings for vertical transportation built in the 19th century. The building was an extraordinary
speculative venture in both its scale and its design. It was 20 stories tall and measured 302 feet
from the sidewalk to the top of its massive skylight. The skylight crowned a light court which
extended the entire height of the building and which formed the visual heart of the
structure…The building’s 14 passenger elevators and the main staircase were arranged in a
rough semicircle adjacent to the light court. 109

Not only did natural light enter the building from the skylight, but the elevator bank also stood adjacent
to an enormous light court which allowed vast quantities of natural light to pass through the elevators
and flood the interior of the building. [Fig. 63] The abundance of interior light from these two light
sources is evident in photographs of the building’s lobby. [Fig. 64] The Chicago Masonic Temple, with
its imposing bank of 14 elevators, was the first of several Burnham and Root buildings to prominently
feature the elevator. Much like Louis Sullivan, Burnham and Root also partnered with Winslow Brothers
to provide visually-striking elevator enclosures for the elevators in several of their skyscrapers in
Chicago; including the Reliance Building (Burnham & Root, 1895) and the Fisher Building (Burnham,
1896). Elevator banks in both these skyscrapers were similarly positioned along the back walls of the
buildings. [Figs 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]
In addition to frequently collaborating with architects Louis Sullivan, Daniel Burnham, and John Root,
Winslow Brothers also supplied elevator enclosures to other notable 1890s Chicago skyscrapers,
including to The Teutonic Building (Handy and Cady, 1893). Upon its opening in 1893, The Teutonic
Building was lauded as, “one of the newest of the notable high buildings of Chicago…[with] 4 stores, 125
offices, and 3 passenger elevators...It is occupied by real-estate investment brokers, attorneys, and
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others.”110 The building contained an elevator bank with three elevators, whose enclosures featured
foliage patterns of swirling vines and leaves treated with a Bower-Barff finish.111 Ample natural light
flooded The Teutonic Building, which can be seen in photographs of the building’s elevator banks. As
natural light struck the enclosures for these elevators, it would have cast shadows of their elaborate
foliage patterns within the interior of The Teutonic Building. [Figs 70, 71, 72, 73]
Although Winslow Brothers mostly provided metalwork for buildings in their home city of Chicago, they
occasionally accepted commissions in other cities as well. One such notable commission was for the
Bradbury Building (George Wyman, 1893), located in downtown Los Angeles. Winslow Brothers
provided all the ornamental metalwork for the interior of this building; including its elevator
enclosures.112 A photograph depicting the Bradbury Building interior was prominently featured in the
Winslow Brothers advertising catalogue in 1894. [Fig. 74]
The Bradbury Building represents the only significant building designed by architect George Wyman,
who is rumored to have accepted the commission for the project after consulting a Ouija board.
Although the Bradbury Building is plain and austere on its exterior, Wyman designed the interior of the
building to be “an ode to natural light.”113 His inspiration for the illuminated interior of the Bradbury
Building is believed to have come from a passage in the popular novel Looking Backward, written by
Edward Bellamy in 1888, which described a hall of light:114 “…. A vast hall full of light received not alone
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from the windows on all sides but from the dome, the point of which was a hundred feet above…The
walls frescoed in mellow tints, to soften without absorbing the light which flooded the interior.”115
The interior of the Bradbury Building featured a central atrium topped by an enormous skylight; a design
which closely resembled Stephen Hatch’s Boreel Building, completed 14 years prior (see Chapter One).
Winslow Brothers provided wrought iron staircases and elevator enclosures for the Bradbury Building,
which were suspended within the building’s central atrium, and dramatically cascaded throughout its
interior. The open metalwork chosen for the staircases and elevator enclosures ensured that light from
the skylight above would pass through these fixtures and reach the floor below, while simultaneously
providing unobstructed views of the interior: [Figs 75, 76, 77, and 78]
The court is 50-by-120 feet, roofed with glass and has two birdcage elevators which are in the
center of each side of the court. The elevators are constructed of black wrought iron work,
forming a lacey enclosed elevator, allowing the passengers to view the interior court of the
building. From the vantage point of the elevator, one can see the five stories in the building.116

The grandeur and verticality of the Bradbury Building atrium, and its abundance of natural light, created
an interior in which, “to stand at one end and look across the atrium is comparable to standing alone in
an old-growth forest”117 The enclosures Winslow Brothers crafted for the two birdcage elevators in the
Bradbury Building featured motifs of decorative foliage, which provided a, “…reconciliation of nature
and technology, [sic] machine and sunlight.”118 [Fig 79, 80] Natural light which poured in from the
skylight above cast shadows of these enclosures within the interior of the Bradbury Building:
Light is in the central court, pouring from the glass roof and filtering through wrought iron
balustrades and elevator cages, leaving lacy shadows and silhouettes on its way. Life is in the
flights of stairs and the elevator shafts rising toward the light, giving a graceful, yet strong
rhythm to the [sic] structure.119
115
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The interior of the Bradbury Building represents a rare example of Winslow Brothers metalwork in Los
Angeles, as most metalwork produced by the company was confined to buildings within Chicago. Hecla
Iron Works, the New York-based competitor of Winslow Brothers, produced similarly exceptional
metalwork. While Winslow Brothers operated largely in Chicago, Hecla Iron Works collaborated with
many notable architects in New York, and produced enclosures for the elevators in many of New York’s
earliest skyscrapers during the 1890s.
The Havemeyer Building (George B. Post, 1893, demolished) was one example of a New York skyscraper
with elevator enclosures manufactured by Hecla Iron Works. The Havemeyer Building contained six Otis
hydraulic passenger elevators, arranged in a semi-circular elevator bank. [Fig 81] Much like elevators in
Chicago skyscrapers, the elevators in the Havemeyer Building were also placed in proximity to a source
of natural light. The semi-circular bank of elevators projected into a long, narrow light court located at
the back of the building. The open enclosures Hecla Iron Works provided for the cars of these elevators
would have allowed natural light from the light court to pass through the elevator banks and reach the
interior of the Havemeyer Building. [Fig 82]
Hecla Iron Works also manufactured an elevator enclosure for a second New York skyscraper designed
by George B. Post: the World Building (George B. Post, 1890, demolished, 1955).120 The 20-story World
Building was commissioned by Joseph Pulitzer to serve as the headquarters for his newspaper, The New
York World. The World Building was known for its iconic dome which topped the structure and provided
expansive views of New York City. [Fig. 83] Although the World Building contained two banks of
elevators (one with three elevators, and another with two elevators), it also contained a single elevator
which ran independently from these banks. Hecla Iron Works crafted the enclosure for this single
elevator, which had an unusual, round elevator car. [Fig. 84] This elevator, labeled “Dome Elevator” on
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plans for the World Building, traveled express to the building’s iconic dome. The round car, and round
elevator enclosure provided by Hecla Iron Works, were a clever reference to the elevator’s destination.
[Fig. 85]
Skyscrapers built during the 1890s frequently contained light courts, which provided natural light to
their interiors. To maximize floor space, light courts were often positioned near birdcage elevators,
whose open enclosure screens would not obstruct incoming light. Winslow Brothers of Chicago, and
Hecla Iron Works of New York, produced much of the high-quality metalwork in America during the late
nineteenth century. Both companies received commissions in the 1890s to create custom elevator
enclosures for birdcage elevators within many of the decade’s most notable skyscrapers. Exploring
these projects in depth illustrates the profound connection between birdcage elevators and natural
light. Not only did the elaborate elevator enclosures manufactured by Winslow Brothers and Hecla Iron
Works provide aesthetic enhancement to the interiors of skyscrapers, but plans show that consistent
placement of birdcage elevators near light courts would have caused incoming natural light to cast
intricate shadows of the ornate metalwork found in enclosures within skyscraper interiors.
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Figure 42
Drafting Room
Hecla Iron Works, New York
New York Public Library
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Figure 43
Showroom
Hecla Iron Works, New York
New York Public Library
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Figure 44
Winslow Brothers Office
The Rookery, Chicago
Ornamental Iron Winslow Bros. Co., 1893-95.
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Figure 45
Winslow Brothers Display
Columbia World Exhibition, Chicago, 1893
“Ornamental Iron” The Winslow Bros Co., 1894.
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Figure 46
Housing Units Designed with Light Courts
James E. Ware
“New York’s Great Movement for Housing Reform” Review of Reviews and Worlds Work Volume 14.
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Figure 47
Plans for Skyscrapers with Light Courts, 1892
Dankmar Adler
“Light in Tall Office Buildings” Engineering Magazine v.4 (November 1892): 171-186.
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Figure 48
Ornamental Ironwork for Conservatory
Hitchings & Co. Advertisement
Architectural Record
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Figure 49
Floorplan, Chicago Stock Exchange Building
Adler and Sullivan, 1894
(Elevators Marked in Red)
Library of Congress
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/il0099.sheet.00002a/resource/
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Figures 50, 51, 52, 53
Louis Sullivan Birdcage Elevators
Chicago Stock Exchange Building
(top) “Ornamental Iron” The Winslow Bros Co., 1894. Pgs 46, 41
(bottom left) http://rubens.anu.edu.au/htdocs/surveys/modarch/bydate/display00071.html
(bottom right) https://bldg51.com/portfolio_page/chicago-stock-exchange-building-elevator-enclosurepanel/
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Figures 54, 55
Louis Sullivan Elevator Enclosures
Chicago Stock Exchange Building
https://www.wright20.com/auctions/2012/06/important-design/245
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Figures 56, 57
Birdcage Elevators
Guaranty Building
Louis Sullivan, 1896
https://www.urbanremainschicago.com/news-and-events/2015/08/07/louis-h-sullivan-designedcopper-plated-ornamental-cast-iron-interior-guaranty-building-baluster/
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Figure 58
Sketch for Elevator Enclosure Detail, Guaranty (Taylor) Building
Louis Sullivan
Avery Drawings and Archives, Columbia University
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Figure 59, 60
(left) Floorplan, Guaranty Building, 1894. (right) Floorplan, Wainwright Building, 1891
Louis Sullivan
(Elevators Marked in Red)
https://www.nps.gov/tps/technotes/PTN24/intro.htm
http://www2.oberlin.edu/images/Art240/240-0023.JPG
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Figures 61
Floorplan, Schlesinger & Mayer Building, 1899
(Elevators Marked in Red)
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/il0067.sheet.00003a/

Figure 62
Birdcage Elevators
Schlesinger & Mayer Building, 1899
https://www.urbanremainschicago.com/all-original-museum-quality-late-19th-century-louis-h-sullivandesigned-bronze-plated-schlesinger-mayer-building-elevator-door-medallion.html
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Figure 63
Floorplan, Chicago Masonic Temple
Burnham and Root, 1892
(Elevators Marked in Red)
Lee Edward Gray, From Ascending Rooms to Express Elevators: A History of the Passenger Elevator in the
19th Century, 217

Figure 64
Lobby, Chicago Masonic Temple
Burnham and Root, 1892
Daniel M. Bluestone, Constructing Chicago, 137
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Figure 65
Floorplan, Reliance Building
Burnham and Root, 1895
(Elevators Marked in Red)
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/gsapp/BT/EEI/HISTORY/history2.html.save

Figures 66, 67
Birdcage Elevators
Reliance Building, 1895
Ornamental Iron Winslow Bros. Co., 1893-95.
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Figure 68
Floorplan, Fisher Building
Burnham, 1896
(Elevators Marked in Red)
http://jsah.ucpress.edu/content/69/2/234.figures-only

Figure 69
Birdcage Elevator Car
Fisher Building, 1896
https://www.urbanremainschicago.com/single-sided-late-19th-century-original-historic-fisher-buildinginterior-lobby-elevator-cab-or-car-figural-bronze-metal-frieze-panel.html
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Figure 70
Floorplan, Teutonic Building, Ground Floor
Handy and Cady, 1893
(Elevators Marked in Red)
Avery Classics, Columbia University

Figure 71
Birdcage Elevators
Teutonic Building, Ground Floor
“Ornamental Iron” The Winslow Bros Co., 1894.
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Figure 72
Floorplan, Teutonic Building, Upper Floor
Handy and Cady, 1893
(Elevators Marked in Red)
Avery Classics, Columbia University

Figure 73
Birdcage Elevators
Teutonic Building, Upper Floor
Ornamental Iron Chicago: Winslow Bros. Co., 1893-95.
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Figure 74
Bradbury Building, Interior
“Ornamental Iron” The Winslow Bros Co., 1894.
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Figure 75
Floorplan, Bradbury Building
George Wyman, 1893
(Elevators Marked in Red)
Ornamental Iron Winslow Bros. Co., 1893-95.
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Figure 76
Birdcage Elevators
Bradbury Building
https://www.kcet.org/shows/lost-la/los-angeles-in-buildings-the-bradbury-building
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Figure 77
Birdcage Elevator
Bradbury Building
“A Hall of Life and Light” American Institute of Architects Journal (November 1967)
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Figure 78
Birdcage Elevators
Bradbury Building
HABS, Library of Congress
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ca0212.photos.011984p/resource/
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Figure 79
Birdcage Elevator Enclosure
Bradbury Building
“Ornamental Iron” The Winslow Bros Co., 1894.

Figure 80
Tour Guide in the Elevator at “Left Twix Factory” (aka the Bradbury Building)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNLakxr-PmM
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Figure 81
Floorplan, Havemeyer Building
George B. Post, 1893
(Elevators Marked in Red)
http://skyscraper.org/tenandtaller/havemeyer.php
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Figure 82
Birdcage Elevator Car
Havemeyer Building, 1893
Hecla Iron Works
New York Public Library
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Figure 83
The World “Pulitzer” Building
George B. Post, 1890
http://nyc-architecture.com/GON/GON007.htm
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Figure 84
Birdcage Elevator Car
The World “Pulitzer” Building, 1890
Hecla Iron Works
New York Public Library
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Figure 85
Floorplan, The World “Pulitzer” Building
George B. Post, 1890
(Elevators Marked in Red)
Columbia University
https://dlc.library.columbia.edu/catalog/cul:zs7h44j1cx
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Conclusions
Although nineteenth-century passenger elevators are often recognized solely for their technological
contributions to the built world, these elevators performed a critical, yet largely unacknowledged
aesthetic function as well. Birdcage elevators with elaborate metal enclosures, rose to prominence in
the late nineteenth century. Their popularity peaked during the 1890s, when these elevators adopted a
dynamic presence within the earliest generation of 1890s skyscrapers, and served as visual focal points
for their ground floor lobbies. The aesthetic contributions of birdcage elevators were numerous and
varied. They assisted with rectifying the “skyscraper problem,” by serving as critical points of juncture
between skyscraper program and the rich ornamentation of the Beaux Arts movement, their elaborate
enclosures demonstrated the craftsmanship of American metalworkers amid a burgeoning nineteenthcentury metalworking industry, and when placed near light courts, their open enclosures facilitated the
presence of both natural light and intricate shadow patterns within skyscraper interiors.
Birdcage elevators were more than just machines housed within architectural structures. They were
contributing pieces of architecture themselves; conscientiously designed to be cohesive parts of the
nineteenth-century interiors which housed them. Their myriad contributions to the built world, both
technological and aesthetic, make birdcage elevators worthy of a place of distinction within the field of
preservation. Yet while these elevators should factor into preservation work, too often they are
overlooked and discarded. It is imperative that preservationists act now to ensure that remaining
examples of these increasingly rare historic elevators are protected, and explore the various methods by
which extant birdcage elevators have been preserved to help inform strategies for future preservation
efforts.
Two examples of birdcage elevators which have been successfully preserved are the two birdcage
elevators in the central atrium of the Bradbury Building. The significance of the Bradbury Building, and
123

the need to preserve its interior fixtures, was recognized early on during the nascent years of the
preservation movement in the 1960s. In 1962, the Bradbury Building became the sixth location to be
designated a Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Landmark.121 Today, the Bradbury Building is occupied by
municipal offices. While the birdcage elevators still operate, access to them is restricted to building
employees only. The enclosures of these extraordinary birdcage elevators are original; however, their
mechanical components are not. The elevators have been updated to modern hydraulic machines,
although faux counterweights maintain the appearance of the original elevators:
Atop the shaft cages, huge wheels spin, moving cables and counterweights. They are [sic] an
elaborate ruse…since the elevators were converted to hydraulic power many years ago. The 28
large bricks that are bound into each counterweight are now painted Styrofoam.122

Birdcage elevators face additional preservation challenges because their open enclosures often do not
comply with modern fire codes which require elevators not located in an open atrium, to be sealed.
Many successfully preserved birdcage elevators have found innovative ways to comply with these fire
safety regulations, while still retaining the aesthetic character of their open enclosures.
One such example can be seen in the elevators for the Reliance Building (Burnham and Root, 1895).
Although today the Reliance Building contains modern elevators, the original birdcage elevator
enclosures manufactured by Winslow Brothers, have been retained, and are affixed to the outside of the
modern elevators. This allows the interior of the Reliance Building to adhere to present-day fire codes,
while still referencing the aesthetic character of its birdcage elevators from the past.
The Tweed Courthouse in New York (John Kellum, 1881) contains two additional examples of birdcage
elevators that have been adapted to comply with modern fire codes. While the birdcage elevators in
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the Tweed Courthouse function and still have their original cars, these cars have been modified through
encasement in glass.123 [Fig. 87] The transparent glass seals the cars to comply with fire codes, while still
retaining the appearance of open enclosures. Interestingly, the practice of encasing birdcage elevators
in glass has its roots in the early twentieth century, when many birdcage elevators that had been
installed into buildings during the nineteenth century were encased in wire glass to render them
fireproof without concealing the beauty of their ornamental enclosures:
Both common sense and past experience show the folly of running open light shafts, stairwells,
or elevator shafts through successive stories of otherwise fireproof buildings unless surrounded
by fireproof partitions, but here, until the advent of wire glass, the architect was either at
variance with his clients over relegating stairways and elevators to isolated protected enclosures
of brick, terra-cotta or plaster, for the sake of safety in spite of appearance, or at variance with
himself, in the fear that departure from conventional treatment of such features as stairways,
elevator grilles, etc., would rob an otherwise barren interior of needed architectural effect. But
as soon as the possibilities of plate wire glass became apparent, the solution of the elevator
enclosure was rapidly accomplished. Here were the means of preserving the conventional grillelike appearance, treated as plainly or elaborately as circumstances required, and at the same
time providing an adequate fire-resisting enclosure which would be both non-obstructing to the
view of the car operator in taking on or letting off passengers; an important consideration under
our rapid methods of operating elevator cars.124

While it is very fortunate that the birdcage elevators in the Bradbury Building, Reliance Building, and
Tweed Courthouse have all been preserved, there are multitudes of other birdcage elevators which have
been lost. Yet promising signs have emerged of late, which may indicate a newfound interest in
birdcage elevators by preservationists. Several notable restoration projects in recent years have not
only retained and restored birdcage elevators, but found ways to highlight them within historic interiors.
One such project is the Hotel on North in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, which restored a former 1880s
department store and converted it into a hotel. The project was the winner of the May 2017 Paul & Niki
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Tsongas award for preservation work.125 A birdcage elevator was discovered during the restoration, and
rather than being discarded, its car was preserved and incorporated into the hotel as décor. [Fig. 88]
Similarly, recent conversion of the former Germania Bank Building at 190 Bowery in New York City into
modern office space, also unearthed a birdcage elevator. Like at the Hotel on North, the elevator car
was retained, and was put on display in the building within a glass cube.126 [Fig. 89]
An even more ambitious restoration project at the former Williamsburgh Savings Bank (George B. Post,
1875) brought a non-working birdcage elevator back to full functionality in 2013. The former
Williamsburgh Savings Bank contains a small birdcage elevator, which had been retrofitted around an
existing cast iron staircase in the building.127 Although the elevator had been shut off and out of use for
many years, it was designated to be included in the major interior restoration of the building in 2013.
Restoring the elevator to safe working condition involved replacing some of the original mechanical
components:
“Work and Impact: New hoist cables, controller, governor, governor cables, overhaul safety,
overhaul drum machine, overhaul interlocks, pankswitch, traveling cables, car and pit stop
switch and in-car communication need to be installed to get the equipment running and to
comply with NYC DOB Code.” 128

While some original components were replaced, the original car and shaft enclosures of this elevator
were retained. [Figs 90, 91] The fully restored birdcage elevator at the Williamsburgh Savings Bank is
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“Tsongas Award Recognizes Hotel on North for Preservation Work” https://www.prnewswire.com/newsreleases/tsongas-award-recognizes-hotel-on-north-for-preservation-work-300454956.html Accessed February
4, 2017.
126
“Photos: Inside 190 Bowery Amid Its Conversion Into High-End Office Space”
https://ny.curbed.com/2016/5/17/11691500/photos-190-bowery-nyc-landmark-office-space Accessed May 24,
2016.
127
The birdcage elevator in the Williamsburgh Savings Bank is an Otis elevator which was purchased in 1908
according to the turn-of-the-century order log book for Otis Electric Elevators housed at the Otis Elevator Archives.
128
“Work Plan for Williamsburgh Savings Bank Landmark Restoration” David Scott Parker Architects. New York
State Parks, Recreation & Historic Preservation, 29.

126

now enjoyed by the staff of Weylin, the current occupants of the building, who appreciate the historic
elevator for its antiquated idiosyncrasies; such as the pleasant clicking sounds that it makes, and the
seemingly life-like movements of the car ascending and descending within the stairwell elevator shaft.
“It’s like our pet,” says Weylin production coordinator, Bethany Morey, who like her co-workers, is a fan
of the restored elevator.
While it is lamentable that so few extant birdcage elevators exist today, it is also not uncommon for
additional examples of birdcage elevators to be located during restoration work on historic building
interiors. Sometimes, elevators that had been shut off for years and largely forgotten are rediscovered
in this way. One such forgotten birdcage elevator exists close to home at Teacher’s College at Columbia
University. The elevator (originally one of two at Teacher’s College) was retrofitted into an existing
stairwell. [Fig. 92, 93, 94] While the shaft enclosure for this elevator remains in the stairwell, the
elevator itself has not been used for many decades. Its car is boarded up and permanently parked in the
basement of Teacher’s College. This elevator, and other non-working birdcage elevators like it, truly
represent untapped preservation opportunities. They have the potential, like the elevator at the
Williamsburg Savings Bank, to be restored back to a functional condition, and to become dynamic,
moving parts of the historic interiors which house them.
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Figure 86
Modern Elevators Displaying Original Metalwork
Reliance Building
Burnham and Root, 1895
https://www.architecture.org/experience-caf/tours/detail/reliance-building-alise-chicago/
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Figure 87
Birdcage Elevator Car Encased in Glass
Tweed Courthouse
John Kellum, 1881
Photo by Author
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Figure 88
Birdcage Elevator
Hotel on North
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Photo by Author

Figure 89
Birdcage Elevator in Glass
190 Bowery, New York
https://ny.curbed.com/2016/5/17/11691500/photos-190-bowery-nyc-landmark-office-space
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Figure 90
Birdcage Elevator Before and After Restoration
Williamsburgh Savings Bank
George B. Post, 1875
http://weylin.com/about/restoration/

Figure 91
Birdcage Elevator Under Restoration
Williamsburgh Savings Bank
https://ny.curbed.com/2013/9/19/10196360/inside-the-painstaking-williamsburgh-savings-bankrestoration
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Figures 92, 93, 94
Birdcage Elevator
Teacher’s College, Columbia University
(Top) Photo by author.
(Bottom) Images of Students and Stairwell Elevator, 1920.
Columbia University
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